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Custom
Content
Opportunities
Elevate your Brand. Tell Your Story.
Increase Chef Engagement.

Whatever your brand-building objectives, our team of writers, project
managers and designers will create a custom story that’s uniquely
yours. This turnkey opportunity will help illuminate your products
and elevate your brand with hard-to-reach, time-pressed chefs.

CASE STUDY NO. 1

US Foods
Provided foodservice operators actionable
solutions on how to use social media to
build patron traffic every day of the week.
STRATEGY

Utilizing chef and customer testimonials within your Custom
Content article lends credibility to your story and demonstrates
your understanding of what today’s foodservice operators are
looking for in a distribution or manufacturing partner.

Custom Content in print beside
your full-page advertisement
maximizes your branding efforts.

Your Custom
Content at
PlateOnline
attracts more
eyeballs and
lead-generating
opportunities
and your URL
within the content
drives traffic to
your website.
Sponsorship
of PlateOnline
newsletter
drives more
traffic to your
online article
and increases
branding
effectiveness.

CONTACT

GERALD WHITE •

Run-of-site web
ad drivers create
more traffic for
your online
Custom Content.

gwhite@plateonline.com OR RACHEL WALKER • rwalker@plateonline.com

CASE STUDY NO. 2

Alaskan Seafood
Marketing Institute
Demonstrated how today’s innovative
chefs are incorporating vegetables into
the flavor profiles of interesting new
seafood dishes.
STRATEGY

Highlighting creative chefs and new flavor trends offers chef
readers educational value and positions your brand as a leader.

Wild Alaska Seafood Recipes
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PICKLED ALASKA SALMON WITH BEETS

WILD ALASKA POLLOCK REUBEN

SERVES 6 half-pint jars

SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

Read the recipe all the way through before beginning.
To serve; drain pickling juice from the jar.

Place salmon pieces in a single layer in a hotel pan
and sprinkle evenly with kosher salt. Let sit for 1 hour
refrigerated, then rinse with cool water and drain well.

Wild Alaska coho or sockeye salmon fillet, skinned,
pin bones removed,
cut into 1" cubes
2 lbs.
Kosher salt
1 cup
Distilled white vinegar
2 cups
Water
2 cups
Olive oil
1/4 cup
Pickling spices
1/4 cup
Garlic, thinly sliced
2 cloves
Sugar
1/4 cup
Half-pint jars with lids
Red onion,
1/4" thick, half-slices
Beet, cooked, thin slices
Dill
Jalapeño

6
1/4 cup (1/4 to 1/2 oz.
per jar)
12 (1/2 to 3/4 oz. per jar)
6 large sprigs
1 cut into 6 rings

Pickling Liquid: Combine vinegar, water, olive oil,
spices, garlic, and sugar in a stainless steel saucepan.
Bring to a simmer then remove from heat and let cool.
Refrigerate until ready to assemble jars.
Blanch the Salmon: In a large saucepan bring 2 quarts
of water to a simmer. Add salmon and cook for 1 to 1
1/2 minutes or until just barely cooked. With a slotted
spoon remove salmon from poaching liquid and cool in
refrigerator.
Assembly: Line up jars and evenly divide ingredients
into them in the following order: half the salmon; 3 to
4 fluid ounces pickling liquid with some of the spices;
red onions; beets; jalapeño rings; remaining half of the
salmon cubes; and dill. Top off with remaining pickling
liquid to cover salmon. Close lids tightly and refrigerate
jars on a sheet pan for a minimum of 48 hours before
serving. (Label and date sheet tray.) Pickled salmon will
keep, refrigerated, for up to 1 week.
Note: This is not a preserving method; the jar is for
presentation only.

alaskseafood.org

ALASKA SOLE PARMESAN SANDWICH
SERVES 8
INGREDIENTS
Wild Alaska sole fillet,
4-6 oz. ea.

Run-of-site web
ad drivers create
more traffic
for your online
Custom Content.

CONTACT
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DIRECTIONS
3 lbs.

Set up breading station: flour, 4 beaten eggs, 2 cups
bread crumbs, 4 beaten eggs, 2 cups bread crumbs.

All-purpose flour

3 cups

Eggs

8 large

Per Serving: Season 1 portion of Alaska sole with
salt and pepper, place in flour, coat well, and shake
off excess. Place in eggwash, coat completely, shake
off excess. Place into bread crumbs, pressing to
coat well, shake off excess. Place into second dish of
eggwash, coat completely, shake off excess. Place
into second dish of bread crumbs, pressing to coat
well, shake off excess. Place into 350° fryer and cook
3-5 minutes until golden brown and cooked through.

Italian bread crumbs, prepared

4 cups

Hoagie-style roll, 8"

8

Garlic butter, prepared, softened

16 Tbsp.

Parmesan cheese, grated

2 cups

Provolone cheese

16 slices

Marinara sauce, prepared, hot

2 cups

alaskseafood.org

Split hoagie roll and spread 1 Tbsp. garlic butter on
each cut side. Sprinkle 1/4 cup grated parmesan
evenly over the buttered bread. Cut 2 slices of
provolone cheese and lay 2 pieces over each piece
of bread to cover end to end. Place into hot oven or
under the salamander to toast and melt the cheese,
remove. Place fried sole on the heel, top with hot
marinara sauce, and close with crown. Cut sandwich
on bias and serve.

Wild Alaska Seafood Recipes

Your Custom Content at
PlateOnline attracts more
eyeballs and lead-generating
opportunities and your URL
within the content drives
traffic to your website.
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INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

Wild Alaska pollock fillet,
4-6 oz. ea.

4

Ground coriander

4 tsp.

Season each fish fillet with 1 teaspoon of coriander,
salt and pepper to taste, then using your preferred
method of cooking, cook fish just until opaque
throughout. Hold aside until needed.

Salt and pepper

to taste

Rye bread

8 slices

Preheat oven to 400°F.

1,000 Island dressing

4 oz.

Lay out the 8 slices of bread and spread ½ ozs. of
1,000 Island dressing on each slice. Cut each piece
of cheese on the bias, and place 2 of the cut slices on
each piece of bread, covering as best you can.

Swiss cheese

8 slices

Sauerkraut, drained

2 cups

Butter, softened

4 Tbsp.

Place one piece of fish on each of 4 pieces of bread.
Top the fish with ½ cup of sauerkraut. Take the
remaining 4 pieces of bread and close the sandwich,
cheese down onto sauerkraut.
Heat a large oven-proof sauté pan. Butter top side
of bread with ½ Tablespoon of softened butter, place
butter side down into hot pan. Griddle until golden
brown.
Butter exposed side of bread, carefully flip sandwich
and place pan into oven.
Cook 5 minutes, or until cheese is melted and
sandwich is heated through. Remove, cut each
sandwich on the bias and place on serving plates.
Serve with sides of your choosing.

alaskseafood.org

ALASKA CRAB WONTONS
SERVES 8
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

Alaska Crab Cream Cheese Mixture
Wild Alaska crab meat, flaked
1 1/4 lbs.
Cream cheese
1 lb.
Green onion, sliced
1/4 cup
Soy sauce
2 tsp.
Sesame oil
1 tsp.
Egg Wash
Egg whites
Water
Assembly
Wonton wrappers
Crab Cream Cheese mixture
Egg wash
Oil, for frying
Green onions, green part only,
chopped
Sweet chili sauce, prepared

2
1 Tbsp.
40
1 recipe
as needed
as needed
3 Tbsp.
1 cup

Alaska Crab Cream Cheese Mixture:
Mix all ingredients and stir until incorporated.
Cover and refrigerate.
Egg Wash:
Combine ingredients and reserve.
Wontons:
Place 2 tsp. of Crab Mixture in the middle of each
wonton wrapper. Lightly brush adjacent sides of
wonton wrapper with egg wash. Fold each wonton
wrapper into a triangle making sure to tightly seal the
edges. Fold outer edges up toward the middle of the
triangle using egg wash to seal. Place wontons on a
parchment paper lined sheet pan dusted with cornstarch or flour, being careful the wontons don’t touch.
Cover and freeze until needed.
Directions Per Serving:
Preheat deep fryer to 350°F. Gently place 5 frozen
wontons in deep fryer and cook until golden brown.
Drain. Plate and garnish with a pinch of green onions.
Serve with 2 Tbsp. sweet chili sauce.

alaskseafood.org
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Recipe cards demonstrate to
chefs creative applications of
your product.

gwhite@plateonline.com OR RACHEL WALKER • rwalker@plateonline.com
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CASE STUDY NO. 3

Tyson
Fresh Meats
Positioned Tyson Fresh Meats
as a solutions provider,
industry partner and
expert in flavor, efficiency,
supply-chain management for
foodservice operators in a time
of business uncertainty.
STRATEGY

Through the eyes of respected chefs,
we demonstrated how the solutions
offered by this manufacturer could
reduce costs, minimize waste and
provide a reliable source for products
as chefs pivoted from indoor dining
to take-out. We brought the
manufacturer’s value to the forefront
to help chefs minimize the financial
impact of COVID-19, maintain their
food integrity and offer a variety
of quality menu options to their
customers.

Sponsorship
of PlateOnline
newsletter
drives more
traffic to your
online article
and increases
branding
effectiveness.

CONTACT

GERALD WHITE •

Your Custom
Content at
PlateOnline
attracts more
eyeballs and
lead-generating
opportunities
and your URL
within the
content drives
traffic to your
website.

Run-of-site web ad drivers
create more traffic for your
online Custom Content.

gwhite@plateonline.com OR RACHEL WALKER • rwalker@plateonline.com

CASE STUDY NO. 4

Welbilt
Through the vision of an iconic chef,
we highlighted how every detail matters
when building a restaurant empire, from
chef skills and tablecloths to cooking
and refrigeration equipment.

Your Custom Content
at PlateOnline attracts
more eyeballs and leadgenerating opportunities
and your URL within the
content drives traffic to
your website.

STRATEGY

An up-close and personal interview and photoshoot underscored
how precision cooking and refrigeration equipment helped
ambitious chefs elevate their art to exceptional standards of
quality and service—reducing inefficiencies—giving them more
time to create culinary magic for patrons and build repeat traffic
and customer loyalty.

Sponsorship
of PlateOnline
newsletter
drives more
traffic to your
online article
and increases
branding
effectiveness.

Custom Content in print as a spread or beside
your full-page advertisement maximizes your
branding efforts.

CONTACT

GERALD WHITE •

gwhite@plateonline.com OR RACHEL WALKER • rwalker@plateonline.com

Run-of-site web
ad drivers create
more traffic for
your online
Custom Content.

CASE STUDY NO. 5

Alaskan Seafood
Marketing Institute
CUSTOM CONTENT

SEAFOOD
FROM ALASKA
Versatility at its Finest
There’s a remarkable variety of sustainably

it comes to the seafood on our menus, there

harvested seafood from Alaska’s pristine

are plenty of options. We’ve found that the

waterways. To better understand how these

clean and sustainably harvested wild-caught

MILD, MEATY, VERY

from other watersheds.”

AFFORDABLE, AND MARRIES

and cooking styles, in an insightful video

Of course, not all species are as versatile,

and print series over the next few months.

especially when chefs are looking for

It’s clear that, no matter the time of day,
seafood is one of those foods that diners

dining as well as takeout. “Wild-caught,

prefer in restaurants rather than cooking

frozen fresh Alaska rockfish is wonderful to

at home. Even when considering takeout,

work with,” says Yang. “It’s lean, mild, meaty,

seafood prepared by a professional is

and very affordable and it marries well with

preferred by diners.

a variety of Asian spices and sauces. Plus,
it holds up remarkably well for takeout.”

For chefs rethinking their menus and
catering to this demand, there’s a wonderful

It’s important to remember what consumers

variety of wild-caught seafood from Alaska

are expecting from both on-premise dining

that consumers find most appealing.

and takeout. When dining out, Yang
understands patrons are eager for
experiences that cannot be replicated at

consumers are interested in seeing greater
finfish species such as Alaska pollock, sole/
flounder, sablefish (also known as black

that lives up to the restaurant’s reputation.
“We try to avoid dumbing down our menu
for the sake of takeout,” she says. “It’s
far better to create dishes that will

variety of fish, including lesser known

cod), and rockfish.

perform well in both environments
without compromise.”
The one obvious benefit is that, whether
featured center of plate, for bar bites and

Rachel Yang, Chef/Owner at Seattle-based

commonly roe), wild-caught, frozen fresh

reputation is based on unwavering quality
and distinctive culinary experiences. When

Alaska seafood offers creative latitude
across all menu parts.

CHEF JUSTIN SUTHERLAND
To view Chef Yang’s video, hear her personal
insights,
get ideasMinn.
for putting Alaska
Handsome
Hog,and
Minneapolis,
Seafood on your menu, go to https://www.plateonline.com/menu-versatility-and-alaskarockfish-rachel-yang-joule-and-revel-seattle-first-of-three.

Delivering Remarkable Experiences
holds up well across a variety of culinary
applications. It’s great for bar concepts such
as fish bites and smoked fish dip, makes a

CAUGHT ALASKA POLLOCK

and appealing ways. To better understand

great salad and tartine, and is an awesome

ARE SIGNIFICANT. IT HAS A

the advantages wild-caught Alaska seafood

protein for fish-n-chips and tempura.”

sharing their creative recipes and tips in an
insightful video and print series over the next
few months—this is the second of three.

Considering his background includes
Japanese influences, Chef Sutherland also
reveals a preference for Alaska pollock
Japanese staple,” he explains. “It’s rich, yet

with chefs that rely upon undeniable

delicate, is ideal for sushi, makes umami-rich

culinary prowess and innovation to deliver

sauces, can be pan- or deep-fried, and

consistently memorable experiences. They

blends well into dips.”

cater to a sense of adventure, feature
ingredients with healthful benefits, and
demonstrate environmental responsibility.
Knowing that Alaska is the most appealing

appeal among innovative chefs and healthconscious seafood lovers. To everyone’s
delight, the same can be said for all of the
wild-caught and responsibly sourced species
pulled from Alaska’s icy waters.

featuring wild-caught Alaska seafood,
wild Alaska pollock pairs well with a wide
range of ingredients, its widespread appeal
is no surprise.
Chef Justin Sutherland, Executive Chef at
Minneapolis-based Handsome Hog
restaurant, agrees. “The benefits of wild
Alaska pollock are significant. It has a
wonderful flaky texture and meatiness that

Chilli Alaska
Pollock
Ramen

nicely across the menu and has widespread

point of origin for seafood*, with remarkable

including pollock. When you consider that

UP WELL ACROSS A VARIETY
OF CULINARY APPLICATIONS.”

Without a doubt, wild Alaska pollock fits in

stories linked to sustainability, there are
an increasing number of menu items

WONDERFUL FLAKY TEXTURE
AND MEATINESS THAT HOLDS

roe. “Marinated pollock roe (mentaiko) is a

The most enduring restaurants are those

develop menus that embrace global flavors,

Check out Chef Sutherland’s video to hear
some of his culinary tips and techniques,
as well as how he keeps his patrons
engaged with menu ideas that are fresh
and exciting. Watch him prepare his
signature Mentaiko Pasta with
Tempura Fried Alaska Pollock recipe.
While you’re there, be sure to view
Chef Rachel Yang’s video highlighting
her innovative thoughts on menuing
wild-caught Alaska Seafood.

To view Chef Sutherland’s video, go to https://plateonline.com/exploring-innovation-alaskapollock-and-justin-sutherland-handsome-hog-minneapolis-second-three.
* Based on research conducted in 2019 by Datassential, the industry’s leading food research and insights firm.

CUSTOM CONTENT

WILD-CAUGHT
ALASKA SEAFOOD
The Crossroads of Flavor and
Performance
Salmon is one of the most popular seafoods

Not wishing to waste any part of the fish,

in America. As such, it’s no surprise that

Chef Wolen has found an interesting way

its robust flavor, firm texture and vivid red

dry, and fry it to make puffed crisps that

flesh—is appearing on menus with greater

are similar to chips, further enhancing the

Mentaiko Pasta with
wild-caught
for
Tempura
FriedAlaska
AlaskaSockeye—recognized
Pollock

frequency.* It’s a broadly known species,
wild-caught in Alaska from the largest
sustainable Sockeye salmon run in the world.
From a nutritional perspective, it’s loaded
with healthful omega-3 fatty acids as well
as significant amounts of protein, vitamin
B12 and vitamin D, allowing chefs to create
indulgent, yet healthful, dining experiences
for their patrons.

CHEF LEE WOLEN
Boka and GG’s Chicken Shop, Chicago, IL.

to use the salmon skin, taking time to boil,

seafood experience.
To keep adequate inventories of seafood
on hand without the worry of perishability
that accompanies fresh, chefs are turning
to flash-frozen as a cost-effective and
easy-to-manage solution. While there have
been concerns about the integrity of frozen

Sous Vide Alaska Sockeye Salmon
with Peas, Mustard and Dill

in the past, state-of-the-art flash-freezing
technologies now used aboard boats, as

Recognizing there’s no finfish farming in

Comprehensive
eblast drives
more traffic
to your online
article and
increases
branding
effectiveness.

Spicy Tsuyu Braised Alaska Sole
with Makrut Cilantro Oil

“THE BENEFITS OF WILD-

a versatile and healthful source of protein,
chefs are featuring it in a variety of innovative

has to offer, three acclaimed chefs will be

RAC
HEL Y
ANG

appetizers, or as a flavorful garnish (most

Joule and Revel restaurants, agrees. “Our

Recognizing wild-caught Alaska seafood as

Salt and Pepper Fried Whole
Alaska Rockfish with
Olive and Capers

home. She also knows they expect takeout

Additionally, across all restaurant segments,

INNOVATING
WITH SEAFOOD

WELL WITH A VARIETY OF
ASIAN SPICES AND SAUCES.”

ingredients that are suitable for in-house

research organization, consumers believe

Run-of-site
web ad
drivers
create
more traffic
for your
online
custom video
and custom
content.

ROCKFISH IS WONDERFUL
TO WORK WITH. IT’S LEAN,

species pulled from the cold Alaskan waters
are more flavorful than similar products

chefs will be sharing their creativity, recipes,

the best quality seafood comes from Alaska.

By capturing first-hand through video, we were able to
hear these aspiring chefs personal stories and passion for
this product in very unique menu applications. Authenticity,
personality and creativity were at the heart of this series
captured on film and recapped in three full-length custom
content print ad and online articles.

Joule and Revel Restaurants, Seattle, Wash.

flavorful ingredients find their way onto

Datassential, a leading food and beverage

CUSTOM CONTENT

CHEF RACHEL YANG

“FROZEN FRESH ALASKA

dine-in and takeout menus, three acclaimed

According to trends analysis provided by

STRATEGY

CHARITY BURGGRAAF

This chef video/content series
demonstrated why three of today’s
innovative chefs prefer wild-caught
Alaskan seafood for their menu creations.

well as in dockside processing facilities

Alaska, chefs understand they’re serving

in Alaska, effectively preserve the flavor,

authentic, truly sustainable seafood when

delicate texture, nutritional value, and

wild-caught Alaska Sockeye appears on their

overall integrity of the wild-caught seafood.

“SOCKEYE IS WELL RECEIVED
IN THE CENTER OF THE
PLATE, INTEGRATES
SEAMLESSLY WITH GLOBAL
FLAVORS AND CAN BE

menu. They also appreciate its versatility—

When served, it’s indistinguishable

ideal for grilling, broiling, sautéing, roasting,

from fresh.

SERVED THROUGHOUT

Chef Wolen tells us more about preparing

THE DAY IN A WIDE VARIETY

poaching, steaming and smoking—as well
as its tremendous appeal it has in terms of
flavor and performance.

wild-caught Alaska Sockeye in his exciting

OF APPLICATIONS.”

new video featuring culinary tips and

According to Lee Wolen, chef at Chicago’s

techniques, as well as his recipe for Sous

renowned Boka restaurant “Sockeye is well

Vide Alaska Sockeye Salmon with Peas,

received in the center of the plate, integrates

Mustard and Dill. And don’t miss the videos

seamlessly with global flavors and can be

featuring Chef Rachel Yang and Chef Justin

served throughout the day in a wide variety

Sutherland, as they share their creative

of applications including crudos, ceviche,

approaches to wild-caught Alaska Seafood.

bowls, wraps, tacos and salads.”

To view Chef Wolen’s video, go to https://plateonline.com/savoring-flavor-flash-frozenwild-alaska-seafood.

Butter Basted
Alaska Sockeye Salmon

* Based on research conducted by Chicago-based food and beverage market research firm Datassential.

Print pages in three
consecutive issues
builds stronger brand
awareness.

Video is the best
way to get the
attention of timestrapped chefs.
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CASE STUDY NO. 6

California
Walnuts

10:05 PM

100%

Total video
impressions
for the
campaign
was 2,572.

Highlighting some of the leading,
chef innovators across the country,
this six-part video series challenged
these chefs to put walnuts to work
in their kitchens in some of the
most unique and creative ways.
STRATEGY

By capturing the personality, philosophy and passion of
these chefs on film, this six-part video series uniquely
highlighted each of them for going beyond the ordinary
to the extraordinary with California Walnuts. Their plantforward recipes with a focus on health and flavor shone
through in each riveting segment. The series culminated
with a graphically appealing online article and print
spread ad that recapped each of their recipes and stories.

CALIFORNIA
WALNUTS
INSPIRE
PLANTFORWARD
MENU
INNOVATION
Versatile and
flavorful, leading
chefs put
California walnuts
to work in their
kitchens

Run-of-site web
ad drivers create
more traffic
for your content—
this campaign
garnered 84,546
total impressions.

Georgian Satsivi

CUSTOM CONTENT
California Walnut Satsivi with
Sautéed Trumpet Mushrooms,
Nick Goellner, The Antler Room,
Kansas City, Mo.

Join Chef/Owner Rich Landau of Vedge Restaurant in
Philadelphia in his kitchen as he puts walnuts to work
and demos this delectable version of California Walnut
& Jackfruit “Cakes” with a Walnut Romenesco sauce.
This dish is a perfect example of Rich’s creativity and
commitment to putting vegetables and plant-forward
ingredients on the center of the plate. And California
Walnuts are the perfectly versatile ingredient to play the
starring role.

The trend for 2021 is toward better-for-you, local and clean-label menu
items. California walnuts are a wholesome, clean, plant-based ingredient
that chefs can use in so many different menu applications. Here, six leading
chefs put them to work in unique, center-of-the-plate dishes.

Plantforward
Cakes
California
Walnut &

Jackfruit Cakes

Domenica Catelli, Catelli’s, Geyserville, Calif.

James Beard Award-winner Ann Kim, chef/owner of Pizzeria Lola,

Italian Favorite with a Twist

Plantforward
Cakes

Hello Pizza and Young Joni calls California Walnuts “the perfect choice
for plant-based meat alternatives.” California Walnut Larb Lettuce
Wraps are a vegetarian version of a traditional Lao salad made with a
mix of walnuts and chickpeas. “I love the supple texture, the mild nutty
flavor and the additional layer of richness and umami that walnuts

California
Walnut &
Jackfruit

add to this dish,” says Kim. “The mixture can really take on different
flavor profiles. You could add things like fennel or chili and make a
substitute for sausage. It’s really flexible.”

Cakes
Richard Landau, Vedge, Philadelphia

Richard Landau, chef/owner of Vedge and a pioneer of
modern plant-based dining, loves the texture, flavor and
versatility of walnuts. “California walnuts are a pure food,
and you’ll never have to explain what’s in your dish, when

you’re using walnuts,” says Landau. Chopped walnuts—a
source of healthy plant-based omega-3—are combined
with jackfruit and seafood seasoning to create a vegan
and gluten-free cake with unique flavor and texture. Serve
it as an appetizer or entrée with Walnut Romesco sauce,
on a bun or with a salad.

California Walnut and Kale Ravioli with a Walnut Pesto
Domenica Catelli is chef and co-owner of her family’s Italian
restaurant, Catelli’s, as well as a five-time winner on “Guy’s

ounce. Good Fats equal Great Plant-Forward Menu Items. For more
plant-froward recipe inspiration visit walnuts.org and follow
@CAWalnutsatWork on Instagram & Facebook.
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Todd Richards, Lake & Oak Neighborhood BBQ, Atlanta

Award-winning Southern BBQ Chef and Author Todd Richards
believes today’s consumers are looking for plant-based
alternatives. He’s reimagined his father’s pot roast using

forward alternative that’s high in omega-3s and good for
your guests.” Chef Richards shows us that walnuts can be an
inspiration for innovative dishes and menu revitalization.

Middle Eastern Flavor Burst

California Walnut and Shiitake Stuffed Grape Leaves with
Pomegranate Walnut Cream
At Middle Eastern restaurant Galit, award-winning Executive
Chef and Partner Zach Engel serves Walnut and Shiitake
Stuffed Grape Leaves as a flavorful alternative to meatstuffed grape leaves. “The filling has the exact same
texture as a traditional ground beef mixture,” says Engel.

The Pomegranate Walnut Cream sauce is light, flavorful
and dairy-free. “We use California walnuts in a variety of
dishes at the restaurant,” says Engel. “They can add texture
and bring out the nuttiness of our spices.”

Grocery Games.” Walnut and Kale Ravioli with a Walnut Cream
Pesto offers a fresh twist using walnuts. “Traditionally pesto is
made with pine nuts, but the walnut switch is phenomenal,” says
Catelli. The dish utilizes a dairy-free cream made from walnuts,
as well as toasted walnuts and walnut oil. Being in California,
Catelli has a close view of how walnut trees are grown and
harvested. “Most farms are family-run and multigenerational”
says Catelli. ”They are stewards of the land for one of the most
sustainable trees out there.”

PUTTING WALNUTS TO WORK
IN YOUR KITCHEN

Zach Engel,
Galit, Chicago

Get full recipes at walnuts.org or view the entire chef video series at Plateonline
by copying http://bit.ly/37JuDU9 into your browser.

TO WATCH NOW CLICK HERE
DID YOU KNOW: California Walnuts are the only tree nut with an
excellent source of the plant-based Omega3 (ALA) at 2.5 grams per

California Walnut
“Pot Roast” with
Mostarda

walnuts instead of beef for a healthier option. Walnut Mostarda
and toasted walnuts ramp up the flavor profile. “Walnuts are
a great alternative to beef, but they also shine on their own,”
says Richards. “They provide nuttiness, texture and wonderful,
delicious crunch. Think of California walnuts as a plant-

A Vegetarian Spin on Lao Salad

Ann Kim, Pizzeria Lola, Hello
Pizza and Young Joni,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Goodfor-you
Pot Roast

Walnuts are a workhorse in Georgian cuisine and at The Antler

Room. The 42-seat restaurant uses about 10 pounds of walnuts
per week. Co-owner and Executive Chef Nick Goellner, a twotime James Beard semi-finalist for Best Chef Midwest, puts an
emphasis on plant-forward dishes. California Walnut Satsivi with
Sautéed Trumpet Mushrooms is one of his favorite dishes on the
menu. The sauce has a mild but assertive walnut flavor. “We use
healthy fats in our dishes and walnuts are a big part of that,”
says Goellner. “We can use walnuts in so many preparations.
They are part of our warm dishes, our pastas, our desserts, our
sauces. They can do it all.”

California Walnut Larb Lettuce Wraps with Thai Dipping Sauce

PUTTING PLANT-FORWARD
INSPIRATION ON THE PLATE

California Walnut Satsivi with Sautéed Trumpet Mushrooms

Custom Content eblasts and as a spread in print builds
awareness and maximizes your branding efforts.

gwhite@plateonline.com OR RACHEL WALKER • rwalker@plateonline.com

Amplify Your Brand
Message
Professionally
designed print
component

The story we create will
provide chefs relevant,
educational, need-toknow content to
enhance their craft
with your brand,
product or solution
as the backdrop for
innovation.

Run-of-site
web ad drivers
create more
traffic for your
online Custom
Content
Lead-generating
online article

Surrounding ads
reinforce your
brand in your
online article

Newsletter
sponsorships
drive chefs to
your custom
article

Online traffic
boosted with
run-of-site
web ads
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